#MeetCarol
For as long as she can remember
Carol has had a personal passion
to help others. Or more correctly,
to help people help themselves.
What gives Carol a ‘buzz’ is to
make you think differently, and it
doesn’t stop there; Carol seeks to
empower people and work with
them to create and enhance their
energy within so they get ‘fired
up’ to take action.

Carol The Author
Carol inspires people through her writing
as
well, in books like her Amazon best- seller
“Hitting the Wall... and Breaking Through.”
NLP Master Trainer (ABNLP): Carol has
worked and helped thousands of people
through her personal development
workshops.
ADISE- Covering the conference room for 4 days
live in Abu Dhabi Sport TV
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CAROL The Inspirational Speaker
“When Carol speaks ... people listen”
Carol Talbot is an exceptional motivational
speaker, creating an amazingly genuine
communication with the audience who
subsequently become raving fans and
asking for more!
- Jill Douka MBA, ACC, Better Life Day
Dubai kickboxing Championship
Founder , Athens,
Greece
- Carol has spoken in over 15 countries!
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Carol Talbot’s Programs &Topics:

The Inner Leader

• LeadershipSpeaker

They say ‘change is a door that can only be opened from the
inside! In this competitive age of infinite choices, it’s vital to
focus on what we really want and have new ways to go about
achieving it. Discover the secrets of YOUR Inner Leader,
dramatically improve your results and improve you focus and
personal power!

• NLP Expert
• The Inner Leader
• A HeadStart toYour Success
• Leading to Excellence
•Firewalk & BreakthroughLeader

Say it Right!
Have you ever said the wrong thing at the wrong time?

•Author of AmazonBestseller
How is it that some people you meet you instantly like - while
others you can’t get away from fast enough? Why can you
talk to some people for hours and it seems like minutes?
Discover the key to influence and a simple model of
communication that will enable you to always get your
message across.
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A SNEAK PEEK At Carol
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9cFgbkFWHy0
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b6gNbgArgOY
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pMrxu5V8p38
• https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vdnSGBHB2cg
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FOR MORE
INFORMATION
+971 4 452 3343 I www.onstage.ae I bookings@onstage.ae
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